
From start to finish, it's 
all in the details. 
Space planning and design
Planning and designing your space is a creative process where every detail matters. We 
know one of the most important details is a true understanding of how your associates 
work. That's why our expert design team works closely with you to understand your 
business goals. The result? An intentionally purposeful space that inspires passionate 
leaders, analytical problem solvers, and the creative go getters that inhabit it.

We know that when the light bulbs go on and ideas begin to take shape, incredible things 
can be accomplished together. When collaboration thrives and functionality flourishes by 
design, businesses grow and communities prosper. We know beauty doesn't have to be 
impractical. That practical can be truly awe-inspiring. And, that form should always follow 
function. Why? Because great spaces only matter if they work, and to us it's so much more 
than just a space. It's life. 
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How we do it
We’re dedicated and deliberate in every relationship we make. That’s why we believe in a 
three-phase creative process to ensure that we’ve addressed every detail to deliver the best 
results, every time. Additionally, everything we do is technology-enabled, which means you have 
access to your project at the tip of your °ingers anytime, anywhere. 

Discover
First, we want to know you and 
your goals. Our group of creative 
problem-solvers will interview 
you and conduct a full workplace 
audit to create a customized, 
original plan that will address 
your workspace challenges. 

Design
That same group of trusted 
industry experts will address 
those challenges. You’ll get a 
tailored, comprehensive 
design solution speci°ic to 
your goals, whether you’re 
planning just for today or 
tomorrow, too.

Deliver
Action is everything. We push 
ourselves to explore new 
possibilities and generate 
solutions to any problem. And 
this resourceful approach to 
how we work allows us to °ind 
solutions others can’t.

What we do 
We challenge the status quo and strive to change the way you 
think about work. Our designers know trends and can provide 
valuable insight to help you plan. Also, we're creatively charged 
and passionate about the future, so we'll help you anticipate your 
future working needs while desiging a flexible solution.  

We're open to new ideas too. That's why we'll conduct data 
gathering interviews, analyze your work process, and complete a 
workplace environment audit before we put pen to paper.

Hundreds of manufacturers to choose from:
Our design team has access to hundreds of manufacturers from the ground 
up. Whether it's flooring, furniture, branding graphics or DIRTT pre-fab 
modular interiors, we can find the right solution for your business. 

Design Services
• Space planning & test fits
• Natural & artificial lighting options
• Furniture selection and specification
• Color selection
• Material identification
• Furnishings selection
• LEED certified design solutions

• Artwork & accessory selection
• Coordination with other trades
• Communication during installation
• Punchlist facilitation & completion
• Ongoing inventory management
• Ongoing drawing maintenance
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